
Robert Smith 
Accounting Clerk

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Seeking a position that can utilize my experience in fast-paced 
environments that demand strong organizational, technical, and 
interpersonal skills within an organization that values my commitment to 
time management practices and my ability to efficiently contribute to 
organization's goals and objectives.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Accounting Clerk
ABC Corporation -   2014 – 2015  

Responsibilities:

 Daily management of accounting tasks, review and oversee a/r, a/p and
daily sales information.

 Accounts receivable collections management reconciliation of all 
balance sheet accounts posted transactions to the general ledger, 
reconciliations to accounts, data entry, and processed incentives and 
rebates for customers.

 Processed and calculated aftermarket cancellations for finance 
department.

 Validated all proper documentation for car sales and verifying accurate 
calculations before shipment to the financial company.

 Maintained updated w-9s for vendors per irs and accurately calculated 
1099s amounts for rents and vendors for mailing and submission of 
1096 for irs.

 Performed various projects to improve production for the dealership, 
meeting all deadlines while being a team player.

 Bank reconciliations- reconcile company bank account on a monthly 
basis.

Administrative Assistant
ABC Corporation -   2006 – 2009  

Responsibilities:

 Responsible of the productivity of over 45 employees to achieve 
organizational objectives.

 Researched, gathered data and prepared weekly reports for strategic 
scorecard including key performance indicators and profits and loss.

 Served as liaison between senior management, employees, and 
customers to ensure proper procedures were followed in a consistent 
manner.

 Performed weekly inventories, accurately ordered per required 
purchasing guidelines, and verified items upon delivery.

 Maintained accurate records for employee requested time off, verifying 
kronos timesheets through biweekly audits, and transferred any 
necessary charges to other departments through transfer charge 
invoice or ijounals.

 Complied with policies and regulations of the university and department
while maintaining the health, safety, and sanitation guidelines enforced 
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Excel, Community 
Outreach, Accounts 
Receivable, Receptionist,
Customer Service, 
Phones, Powerpoint

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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by the department of health.
 Responsible for cash register overrides and receipts discrepancies, 

running closing reports, collecting all charge receipts, and adherence to 
the stanford university cash handling policy, including daily auditing of 
safe and cash deposits.

Education

Business Administration- Accounting - (California State University 
Stanislaus - Turlock, CA)Liberal Arts- Social Science Emphasis - (Gavilan 
Community College - Gilroy, CA)Study Abroad - 2012(Tsuru University - 
Tsuru-shi, Japan) - (University Center - University Center, MI)
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